Friday 5th March 2021
Dear Parents/Carers
This morning, I woke up and opened the curtains to see snowdrops filling the garden
borders …
I left the house to come to work and the day was already bright, with the sun in the
sky and the darkness gone …
On the drive to work I passed fields of lambs playing and prancing, with the sounds
of spring all around …
I arrived at work and the daffodils were poking through the ground bringing their
splash of cheerful colour …
Spring brings with it newness and re-growth - a sign that after the storm, the
rainbows will come and the sun will shine.
Today is a BIG day – we have collectively made it through lockdown#3 
The past two months have brought challenges for everyone. We have had to learn new things; experience separation from
those we love, perhaps even loss; juggle all our roles within our own four walls; and completely adapt our lives to once again
support our journey through this massive piece of our living history.
You will have received the updated parent handbook yesterday and I have collated a list of key points at the end of this
newsletter in preparation for our collective return on Monday. These help us to know what to expect in terms of routines and
‘rules’, but as well as these re-assurances, everyone at Eagle School is reflecting on the bigger picture of the pandemic. We are
acutely aware of the skills we will need to welcome, understand and unpick where each and every child is after this experience.
I ask that you trust us to navigate your child’s academic needs which we can discuss at our newly timetabled Parent Consultation
on Monday 29th March (details to follow) and know that we fully recognise the wider important aspects of ‘catch-up’ (a term will
not be using) …
Yes, children DO need to catch up … with their grandparents 👵, with their friends 🙋, with visits to family 👨👩👧👦, with
swimming and sports clubs 🏊 with trips to the park 🚴, with birthday parties 🎉 , with visits out and about 🏰, with trips to the
beach 🏖, with a chance for a holiday ⛺. Everyone’s mental health is incredibly important and when we are in a socially and
emotionally positive place, we are in the best place to learn and work.
We can’t wait to welcome everyone back and get back into the swing of face-to-face teaching again. Please ensure that your
child(ren) returns with their ‘mute button’ in full working order – this is a feature of online learning that we wish to keep and
imagine that it would be well-received at home too every now then then ( tee he )
Kindest regards,
Hayley Adams

Key Reminders/Notes



drop-off (arrival at stations between 8.45-8.55; Little Eagles 9am)



pick-up (collection from stations between 3.10-3.20; Little Eagles 3pm)



wearing of face masks in the school vicinity



socially distanced waiting in the school vicinity



class bubbles



PE kit on their PE day (Wednesdays for Y3/4 and Y5/6 & Thursdays for Reception and Y1/2)



all adults will wear masks in communal areas (eg corridors)



staff have bi-weekly lateral flow testing for asymptomatic covid



timetabled regular handwashing



regular cleaning throughout the day



daily, deeper whole school cleaning regime



segregated toilets/toilet blocks



personal resource packs provided in school



only reading books/records, water, lunch (if applicable) to be brought in (contained in small bag eg book-bag)



clear classroom surfaces



quarantine/daily disinfecting of resources



forward facing table arrangements



no class bubble cross-over



full uniform (extra layer eg fleece or their PE hoodie if cold due to ventilation)



school meal bookings



before and/or after school club (BASC) bookings

